
CONGRUENCES WITH CONSTANT ABSOLUTE INVARIANTS*
BY

H. L. OLSON

I. Introduction

It is well known that any congruence can be regarded as the aggregate

of lines tangent to two surfaces, or, as some authors prefer to say, the

double tangent lines to a surface of two sheets called the focal surface.

The present discussion will deal only with a portion of a congruence in

which each line touches the surface in two distinct points. We shall make

the further assumption that neither sheet of the focal surface is developable

or degenerates into a curve.

Wilczynski has shown that the homogeneous coordinates, ylf y2, yir yt

and Zi, z2, z%, zt, respectively, of the points in which a line of the con-

gruence touches the two sheets, Sy and Sz, of the focal surface, may be

taken as four linearly independent solutions of a system of partial diffe-

rential equations of the form

yv= mz, zu= ny,

(D) yuu— ay + bz -\-cyu + dzv,

tm = a'y + b'z+c'yu + d'zv.

Since, when four linearly independent solutions, í/¿, zí(í — 1, 2, 3, 4), are

known, any four linearly independent linear combinations of these (with

constant coefficients) can be taken as a fundamental system, the system

of differential equations (D) can be regarded as representing the totality

of congruences projective to a given one.

In order to obtain a system of equations of the form (D) it is necessary,

besides taking the loci of y and z to be the two sheets of the focal sur-

face, to choose the independent variables, u and v, so that if u be taken

constant the variable line yz will in every case generate a developable

having its cuspidal edge on Sy and if v be taken constant the line yz will

in every case generate a developable having its cuspidal edge on Sz.

In order that this system of differential equations may have four linearly

independent solutions (y, z) certain restrictions must be placed upon the

coefficients; in the first place we must have cv = di; in other words, there

must exist a function / such that

(1) c = fu,        d' = /,.

* Presented to the Society, February 28, 1925.
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The following further conditions must be satisfied:

b = —dv—dfv, a' = —c'u — c'fu,

mn — (' d = /„„ = W,

muu-\- dvV + dfvv -hdvfv—fumu = ma-\-db',

Wot ■Jrc[lu-\-cfuu-\-Cufu—fvnv = c'a + nb',

2mun-\-   mnu = av + fu mn-\- a' d,

mvn-\-2mnv = b'u-\-fvmn-\-bc'.

It is geometrically evident that the most general transformation under

which the above-mentioned geometrical properties are preserved is

(3) y = X(u, v)y,        z = /*(«, v)'z,

(4) u = a(u), v = ß(v).

The transformed equations will have the particular form (Z>) if and only

if A is a function of u only and /* is a function of v only,

(5) y = *>(u)y,       z == /*(«)?.

Under transformations of the types (4) and (5), certain functions of the

coefficients and their derivatives are unchanged except perhaps for multi-

plication by functions of «, ß, A, and /* and their derivatives; such functions

are called relative invariants. An invariant which is absolutely unchanged

by transformations of the types (4) and (5) is called an absolute invariant.

A fundamental set of relative invariants, i. e.; a set having the property

that every relative invariant is expressible in terms of these and their

derivatives, consists of m, n, c, d, and

W (y) f i       a

(z) fia

In defining these invariants (6) we assume, evidently, that m, n, c!, and d

are different from 0 for the values of u and v considered.   It is the purpose
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of this tnesis to study the properties of those congruences of which the

absolute invariants are constants. Under the transformations (4) and (5)

the relative invariants mentioned above become*

fi _ I -,       Xau   ,        -       fißv
m =  ¿r-¿- m,    n =-n,     c  = —=- c ,       d = —=- d,

Ißv t*<*u pßl lai

(¡y) 1   (y)       « 1   fe)      (v) 1   («)        fe) 1   fe)

a« «« Pv Pv

We shall need some further material from Wilczynski's Brussells paper:

the differential equations of the two sheets of the focal surface are,

respectively,

myuu— dym= amy-\-cmyu-\- \b-jy„,

(8)

yuv = mny + -^-yv,

and

— C2ut* + nzm — b'nz-\- la'--J zu-hd'nzv,

(9)

Zuv = mnz-\-Zu-7
n

The differential equations of the 1st and (—l)st Laplace transforms are

yf = m<X)¡p>f       ¿X) = n«*»,

(10) y<U = «W y® -f 6« ¿« + c<« fl« + ¿<» 4«,

„(«  —   i/0i„O)   1    i/d) -0)   1    „'(1>„(1)   1     vd)   (1)

and a similar system with the superfix (—1) instead of (1), where

\mn— -—— log m I,
\ dudv I

m(1) = m

(H) !

m'

* Wilczynski, Stir /a  théorie générale des congruences, pp. 9-20  (cited hereafter as

Brussells paper).

t Brussells paper, Section 7.
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ftd) = m lau + bn + afu + dnv—-r—j logm)

H-U»u+ bfu + dmn--
m \ ml

./(i)               32 i               1  /                        j-             omv \
6     = —-T-j-logwi + ^r »i„«— am—funiu-,

dv d \ m !

m

du       mu

d        m '

/(» _ 1

et        wi

m*-1) = —
n

7î(-1) = nlwiM — -——-logw),
\ dudv I

r n              38  1         1   1 /          77        j.          anu\
a(-i> = —      i0gW_|__ Wot) _ ft'w —/v n„-.

3m c   \ w   /

*-« =   f.
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a'<_1) = n I b'v + a'm + b'f, + c'mu — -r-y log «
\ ov I

-(-{ft,- + a'f -j- cmn-
n \ n  !

+ nv(fm+^-fv^-2-^logn)

(12) + (/•+!— -*-) (n--/.*.- a^ -&'n),

,r(-D=/,+4——.*
c        n

(»)        (2)       (y) te)

H. Case 1,   33 £ 33,   <£"^ <£"

1. Under these conditions it is convenient to use the following absolute

invariants, which, as stated above, are assumed to be constants:

c'd
h =  -,

mn

% _   2A-¿ log(dm3)

*»        "te)      iv) a "T
33 — 33 -^-log(c'8dmsn)

9w

g« 2/„—¿-log(C'n8)

(1)

** =

<v>      fe) a
<£"-<£" -— log(c'<Zsm«s)

9t;

8-1 -¿logic'W«)
mmnll2dll4 8ml/4wl/2^/4       '

£_8« ^log(C'dW)

ml/2 „1/4 c'l/4 8ml/2„l/4cn/4

* Brussells paper, Section 10.
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In consequence of the fact that ix is a constant, the fourth and fifth of

equations (1) can be written

^  log(m1<'2«1/4c'1/4)
ou

(2)

-r-log (mW nW dV*)
ov

From (2) we find

—~ log (m1'2 »1/4 cali) = Ù -- (m1'4 n1'2 d1'*) = k ib m8'4 n3'4 c'1'4 d1'*,
,„.    ouov ov

—V-log (m1'4 w1'2 d1'4) = ¿6--°- (wl/2wi/4c'1/4) = iii&mWn^c'Vi dV\
ouov ou

Hence

and mc'/nd is the product of a function of m only by a function of w only.

Hence, according to equations (I, 7) we can find a transformation of u

and v which will make the transform of this expression identically equal

to unity. Let us assume that this transformation has already been applied,

so that

V "n*   - '■

From the second and third of equations (1)

(6)

whence

2/tt = -A- log (c'3iV'+x m3i»+3 n*).
ou

2fv = ^-log(f/ís+Vi'mi'w3í'+3).

8' j c'*-*-1«*^!
W 9w9t,  l0^|"^¿3-»,-l n3¿,-i,+3   Jü'

and
/3Í,—¿a—1      3Í,—¿3+3

c m

¿3¿3—¿,—1 „3i3— ¿,+3

is the product of a function of u only by a function of v only.    From

equations (1,7) we see that it is possible to find a transformation of y
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and z only (under which (5) is preserved) which will make the transform

of the expression in the bracket in (7) identically equal to unity. Let us

assume that this transformation has already been applied, so that

/Si,—U—1     3¿j-ij+3
t*\ C m        _ =   1
*•   > (f>ú-i%-\ „3ÍJ-ÍÍ+8 l ■

From the first of equations (11,1) and equations (5) and (8)

c'        d

(9)

_   —  - _   —   ,-1/2

n m 1

jjjÚ—¿j+l fjit—i¡—1   ==   j— (ij—¿j)/2

¿tï-î.l + 1  nU—U—1      =;     ¿1/2 _

Substituting equations (9) in the last two of equations (1), we obtain

d(mn) d(mn)

(10) Î4

whence

(11) mn

2,i/8 (OTW)8/2'        '°    - 2tp(mfi)»/2'

1
¿J/4 (¿4Tt + «6f)2 '

From equations (9) and (11) we find

(¿4ii + 4v)i,_i,_1
m = ¿(fc-ii+iys

¿(Í.-Í3-D/8

(«4íí + ¿6v)f,_í>+1 '

' ¿(i.-trf8)/8"1

d =

(¿4 M + ¿5 î;)*"-^1 '

(¿4M + ¿6t;)f,~Í'~1

¿(i,—tj-8)/8 '

and from equations (6) and (12)

,   _ — 2itfo + t, + l)
24 M + 25 V

(13)
,   _ -^a^+isjLil

?4 « + ?3 «
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Then from the integrability conditions (1,2) it follows that, if W ^ O

(i. e., if ¿i =}= 1), the coefficients of the differential equations (D) can be

written

m — nio(iiU-{-kvy~2,        n = n0 (4« + kv)~J,

a = Oo (ku + kv)-2, b = b0 (4tt + 4«y~8,

(14) c = Co  (ii« + î6»)_1, d = (i0 (4" -\-if,vy~2,

a' = a'o (í4m + ¿5»)_j"'1, V = b'o (4« + 4î>)~2,

r' = có (4tt + 4v)-,/, d' = dó(4» + 4»)-1,

where   the   letters with   subscripts  O   represent  constants,   and where

(15) j = », — ¿3 + 1.

Substituting equations (12) and (14) in (I, 2), we obtain

4(4 + 34 + 3)fc ■«i-<i-8)/8
*1

, 4(34 + 4 + 3)
a° Xt3-t,-8)/8 '

*1

—1/4_  -3/4

(16) 4 + 4 + 1 -  "        "  ,

(4—4—l)(34+4)4—il (4—4—2)(4 + 34+3)¿¡¡ = ao+41/26Ó.

(4 — 4 + 2) ( 3 4 + 4 + 3 ) il — iïV2 (¿2 — 4 +1 ) (4 + 34) il = «o+ 4~   b0,

îf*(34 + 4 + 3)4 — 4_l  (34+4 — 1)4 — 2î'ôOo,

ít/4(¿2 + 3¿8+3)4 —4_1/4(4+3?s —1)4 = 2?;4&o.

From the fourth and fifth of (16) we find

(4—l)ao = [4(4—4+2)(34+4+3) —(4-4—1)(34+4)]4

— if (12 4+6) 4,
(17)

(ii-l)h = -n/2(l24+6)4-[4(4-4-2)(4+34+3)

— (4— 4 +1 ) (4 + 3 4)] il-

But from the third, sixth, and seventh of (16) we have

(4—l)oo = —(4+4+l)[4(34+4+3) —(34+4—1)]4,
(18)

(4-l)6i = — (4 + 4+l)[4(4 + 34+3)-(4+3*3— 1)]*|,
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and from (17) and (18)

[4(24 + 3)(34 + 4 + 3) — (64 + 24 4—4— 4—1)]4
— ¿í/2(12¿8 + 6)¿5 = 0,

-[4(24 + 3)(4+34 + 3)

-(244+64-il— is-1)]4   ==   0.

(19)

It can now be easily seen that if ilt 4, i3) 4> and 4 are constants

satisfying the third of equations (16) and equations (19) and if 4, 4? and ¿5

are all different from zero and 4 is different from 1, a congruence exists

having the absolute invariants t\, i2, i3, 4, and 4, as defined by equations (1),

equal to the specified constants. If, further, a definite choice be made of

the values of the fractional powers of 4 in equations (12) and the first and

second of equations (16), the congruence is uniquely determined except for

protective transformations. For under these conditions equations (17) de-

termine fto and b'o, which satisfy also equations (18) and the last four of

equations (16). The first two of equations (16) determine oó and bo.

Then a, a', b, and b' are determined by equations (14), and c, c', d, ft", m,

and n are determined by equations (12) and (13). Then, according to the

general theory, the congruence is determined except for projective trans-

formations.

Since neither 4 nor 4 is zero, equations (19) imply

4(34 + 4 + 3) (4 + 34 + 3)(24 + 3) (24 + 3) — 4[244*»+8044

+ 2444 + 12î2 + 11644 + 11644 + 124-f 304 +14044 + 304

+ 364 + 364 + 18] + [ 124 4 + 40 4 4 + 12 4 4 — 64 — 104 4

—104 4—6es — 54 — 24 ¿s — 54 + 24 + 24 + I] = 0.

2. The differential equations of the two sheets of the focal surface are,

by equations (I, 8) and (1,9)

Opino .        Como .   b0 — 40' — 2)ft*o
m0 yUu — «o yw = -7-—n—\* y + / •—r~~ \ 2/« 1-r-—1 •  \— y«'>

(«4 « + «5«) iuu + isv)* (t4u + if,v)

mon0 ,    40'—2)

(*4M + Î.6l>r (l-iU + tsV) "

and

,       1 _        bó n0       ^ ,    ftp + nj có       ,        dón0

U4w + î6î>) (ttu + i5v) (uu + ttv)
(22) .   .

_ _    m0 np_tjj        r
Zuv -—    / •        1    •     \« Z , .        1    •     \ Zu •

(tiU + tcVy (liU-f-lsV)
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In order to obtain a system of differential equations representing Sy referred

to its asymptotic curves, we make the transformation

it = \^—do H+ vm0 v,        d — V —do M — ym0v*

under which equations (21) become

2 n0 V— d0 wîo — «o
m='--   ~~TdVv-y

c^m^V—dp + Vm0(b0—¿5Q— 2)dp) — 240' — 2)m0Y—d0

4 do m0 v

_ c0m0V—d0 + Vmo{b0 — 40' — 2)do) + 24Q — 2)m0V—-dp

4do Mq v

(23) _
■ 2 n0 V—do m0 — a®

m,

cqWqI/ —do + Ymo(b0— 40' —2)dp) + 24Q' — 2)wi0K—dp
A   J Vu

y*,

_ CqWíq V— dp + Vmo(b0—¿5 Q — 2) dp) — 240'—2) m0 V— dp
4d0m0 v

where

/0/fs                      ,   •           {kVmaA-isV—do)û+(iiVmo — i&V—d0)v
(24)     v = litt + «g r =- —-.

2 l7 — Wo do

If we write equations (23), for brevity, in the form

,„. í^ü + 2« ys + 2/í yu + r y/ = 0,
(25)

yn + 2 «' y5 + 2 flf iß + y' m = 0,

we see that the fundamental seminvariants «', b, f ff\ are of degrees

— 1, —1, —2, —2 respectively in v. Hence the relative invariants a,

b, h, k are of degrees —1. — 1, — 4, —4 respectively. Since they are

of weights (—1,2), (2. — 1), (6,-2), (—2,6) respectively, the exponents

* Wilczynski, Projective differential geometry of curved surfaces, first memoir, these

Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 233-260, equation (22); this memoir is cited hereafter

as Curved surfaces.

f Curved surfaces, equation (38).
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p, q, r, s in an absolute invariant of the form a'p ¿>« hr it* must satisfy the

relations
—j» + 2gf + 6r —2* = 0,

(26) *       *
2p—   q — 2r + 6s = 0.

Hence

(27) p + q + ir + ts = 0;

i. e., any absolute invariant of this type is constant.

From the invariants a', b, h, k, four others,

(28) A = a'b2,      B = a'2b,      H = a'h,      K = hi;,

are derived, which have weights (3,0), (0,3), (5,0), (0,5) and degrees —3,

— 3, —5, —5 respectively. From these, all others can be obtained by

means of the operations

î7-«'-L, Y=ß-L
du ' dv

and the Wrouskian operation*; the U operation is applied only to invariants

of zero «-weight, and adds 2 to the w-weight and —2 to the degree;

the V operation is applied only to invariants of zero «-weight, and adds

2 to the if-weight and —2 to the degree. Since for each of the invariants

thus far mentioned the sum of the two weights and the degree is zero,

any invariant obtained from them by means of the U and F operations must

have the same property. Hence, if the weights are both zero, the degree

must be zero. Since the Wronskian operation is essentially partial diffe-

rentiation of an absolute invariant, it can, under our hypothesis, yield only

invariants which are identically zero. Hence all the absolute invariants

of the y sheet of the focal surface are constants; the same proposition can

evidently be proved in regard to the z sheet. It is also readily seen that

both sheets are of the type discussed by Wilczynski in his paper On a certain

class of self-projective surfaces.^

By successive differentiation of equations (21) and elimination of all

terms involving differentiation with respect to v, we obtain for the curves

v — constant on Sy a differential equation of the form

j_        4^, . 6ps
Po yuuuu "T '/ ■ i     •"   \ " jj/ttlHt    i      /■ i "•     \«  ¿/till

,2y, r ( li U + '¿a V)   J (h U + lb Vf *

4j>8_     ,     p*y

(4 u + 4 vf ■l'i       (4 « + k ")"(1  ».    I   „'   ..Ml   !/"■ II   ... ..1. .,•   «M U'

* Curved surfaces, Section 7.

tThese Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 421-443.
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where p0, Pu pi, Ps, and pt are constants. Since the absolute invariants

of this equation are constants (independent of both u and v), the curves

v = constant on Sy are anharmonic curves, all projective to one another.

In the same manner each of the families of curves u — constant and

v = constant on Sy and Sz can be shown to consist of projectively equi-

valent anharmonic curves.*

If we write the differential equations of the 1st and (—l)st Laplace

transforms according to formulas (I, 10), (1,11), and (I, 12), we find that
(î/)        M (y)        te'

they have constant absolute invariants, 33 ̂  33, and (£" ̂  £", but they

are not projective to the original congruence.

3. In the special case, k = 1, excluded from the above discussion sub-

sequent to equation (13), the sixth and seventh of the integrability con-

ditions can not be solved for a and b', and hence equations (14) are not

valid. In this case equations (12) still hold (with 4= 1)> but equations (13),

together with the assumption that /„„ = 0, become

(30) fu = /„ ~ 0,

whence

(31) 4 + 4 + 1 = 0.

The integrability conditions then take the form

r        d' — 0, b = — dv,        a' = — c'u,

mUu-\- dm — ■- ma-\-db',

(32) »OT+ t'uu = r'a+nb',

2mun-\- mnu = av   -\-a'd,

mvn-\-2mnv = bu   +6c'.

Substituting equations (12) in the last four of (32), we obtain

(4—4—1)(4— 4— 2)(«4 + «1) — (a + 6')(4»+4v)2,

(33) (4-4+1X4-4+2)(42 + 4i) = (a + b')(ku + i5vf,

— 44 ,, —4-4

(tiU-Yihvy \iiU-\-i*,v)

* Wilczynski, Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Ruled Surfaces, pp. 243,279

(cited hereafter as Projective Differential Geometry).
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From the last two of equations (33)

24
+ (a function of u only),24(4«+4«)

24
V = -r-p—-r-:—r-g- + (a function of v only).

?4 (Zi M -p 2ß V)

Substituting these expressions in the first two of equations (33) we see that

„ _ 24_, ,
tsinu + isvy

(34)

ft'   =   _225_k
4(4« + 4 v)%      '

where a; is a constant independent of the invariants, and that

.„_.    (4—4—1)(4—4—2)(4 + 4) = (4—4+l)(4—4+2)(4 + 4)
(35)

__  2(tU«D
4 4

From the first two members of this equation it follows that

(4—4)(4 + 4) = o.

From equations (12) we find

m — d — (4« + 4w)*'_ir_1,
(36)

n = c == (ùu-\-i&v)~u+u~1.

As in (II, 1) it can be shown that if ix (= 1) and 4, 4, 4, 4, and &

be given as constants satisfying equations (35) and if neither 4 nor 4 is

zero, the congruence is determined except for projective transformations.

As before, we see that the successive Laplace transforms are all projec-

tively distinct.

(îf) te)    (») te)
LU. Case 2, 33 = 33, <£" = <£"

1. We shall use the absolute invariant 4 defined in equations (n, 1) and

the absolute invariants
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(y)
.  _ _33__
U        m^n^d1'*'

(D

Js =

(2)

ml/2 nl/4 c'l/<* '

From equations (I, 6) and the hypotheses of this section

c' dm3n ■-= cp (v),

(2)
c' d3mn3 = ip(u).

Since, according to equations (1,7), under the transformations (1,4) and (1,5),

c'3dm3n = ß^2c'3dm3n,

(3) ___
c d3mn3 = a„ c dsmn3,

we can choose a and ß so that c'sdm3n = c' d3mn3 = 1.   Let us assume

that this transformation has already been applied, i. e., that

(4) c'3dm3n == c' d3mn3 —- 1.

Hence, according to (I, 7) and (3), we can choose a and ß so that

(5) c'm = ¿n = 1.

From equations (11,1) and (5)

m = ¿~x,2w-1,

(6) <■' = ifn,

d  = n~K

From equations (1, 6), (1), and (6)

4  ^ 2n h    Ji'
(7)

-¿Ü_^L _ ,-1/8 .•
4        2n ¿     75'

Hence

(8) U = - 2 -j—- log « = 2 —^- log n,
ouov ouov
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and

Juv =  0,

(9) 9*
¥u9,l0gn = 0-

Hence n is the product of a function of u only by a function of v only,

and can be reduced to unity by a transformation of form (I, 5), which does

not disturb equations (5). Let us assume that this has already been done.

From the second of equations (I, 2), the definition of iu and the first of

equations (9)

(10) ¿i=l.

Then, since n = 1, equations (6) and (10) give

(11) m =-. n = c' :.-.- d h= 1.

Hence from (7) and (11)

(12) *=*>«
f, = 44-

The integrability conditions can now be written

« =      4ji'4, d =      44,

b = —44, a = —44,

(13) W ~    mn—c'd    = 0,

«-j-ft' = 0,

a» =--- 0, b'H = 0.

From the last three of equations (13)

(14) « = it,        ft'= —A-,

where fc is a constant independent of the invariants.

The differential equations of the congruence are therefore

yv — z,       z„ = y,

(15) yuu — ky — 4:jñz + 4>4y„ + zv,

Zvv = — ±jt,y — kz-\-ytí-\-4j¡,ir.
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Obviously the congruence  is determined,  except for projective  trans-

formations, by the (constant) values of ¿t(= 1), 4> j&> an(l &.

2. The differential equations of the two sheets of the focal surface are

,.,-. nuu — yw = ky+ïjiî/u — ïjsyv,
(lb)

ynv = y,

,     N Zuu — Zve  =  ks + 4>4 Zu — 4,4 Zr,
(17)

(See (I, 8) and (I, 9).) The two sheets are obviously projective to one

another, with each point on one sheet corresponding to the point on the

other which is given by the same pair of values of u and v.

It is easily seen that each of the surfaces Sy and Sz has constant

absolute invariants*. The net of curves u = constant and v = constant

on each surface is isothermally conjugate and has equal Laplace-Darboux

invariants.!

As indicated in § 2, we find the differential equations of the four families

of parametric curves to be

(18) yumM—4-J4yuuH — kyuu-\-4:jsyu — y = 0,

(19) ¿/„mr — 44 yv,r + kyrr + 4ji4 yr —y = 0,

(20) Zuuuu — 4,4 Zuuu —kzuu^ 44 Zu — z = 0,

(21) Zvmv   — 44 Zvvv  + kzm + 4ji4 Zv — Z = 0 .

Since each of these differential equations has constant seminvariants,

each of the four families of parametric curves consists of projectively

equivalent anharmonic curves ; in fact, the curves represented by equations

(18) and (20) are all projectively equivalent; similarly the curves represented

by equations (19) and (21) are all projectively equivalent. Furthermore,

since the differential equations, for example, of any curve, v = cx, of the

family of curves v = constant on Sy can be transformed into the differ-

ential equation of any other curve, v = c,, of the same family, without

change of the independent variable u ,\ it follows that any two curves of

the family v = constant on Sy are projective to one another, any pair of

* Curved surfaces, 7.

f Wilczynski,   General theory   of congruences,  these Transactions,  rol. 16 (1915).

pp. 318-322.
} Projective Differential Geometry, pp. 239, 242.
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corresponding points lying on the same curve of the family u — constant

on Sy. Similarly it can be seen that any two curves of the family

u — constant on 8y are projective to one another, any pair of corresponding

points lying on the same curve of the family v = constant on Sy. Evidently

the other focal sheet, 8Z, has the same property. Furthermore, since each

developable surface of the congruence is completely determined by its

cuspidal edge and since two developables are projective to one another if

(and only if) their cuspidal edges are projective to one another, it follows

that any two developables of the congruence belonging to one family are

projective to one another, any pair of corresponding generators lying on

the same developable of the other family.

A fundamental system of solutions of equations (15) is

ftu+v/t,
>

L/.-+* (¿ = 1,2,3,4),
ß<

where ex, • • •, e4 are the roots (assumed to be distinct) of the equation

(23) e4 —4y4ea—fcea+4y5e —1 = 0.

The Plticker coordinates of the lines of the congruence are then

(24) mj = (---) eie*+t>nu+v'W    (4 j = 1, • • -, 4).

Hence the congruence belongs to the tetrahedral complex

A^cx_»lg «34_«13 Q>iS_«14 «23

(et — et)(e4 — e3) (e3 — ei)(e2 — e4) (e4 — eL)(e3 — e„) '

These two equations represent one and the same complex, since from the first,

viz.

(t>li «34 _ 0)is W4g

(e2 — el)(ei — e3) (e8 — ex){et — e4) '

together with the fundamental identity

Wlä 0)34 + »IS «"42 + Wl4 W«S   ==   0,

(22)
!H

Zi
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it follows that

«14 «23

(e4 — ei)(es — <h)

— «12 «34- «13 C0j2

(e4 —ei)(e3 —es)

— (et — ei ) (e4 — eg) — (es — ei)(e2

(e4 — et ) (es — eä ) (e. — e, ) (e4 — 6s)

(ea — e4)l

-e*)     J
«12 «31

«12 «34

(e-2 —(?i)(e4 —e3) '

In order to obtain another equation of the congruence we replace the

subscript j in equation (24) by k and divide the resulting equation by

equation (24), obtaining the homogeneous equation

My-

«¿fc

(«r ËÙjk J*f
(ei—eic)ej

-et)(u-v/í.ít)

where i,j, and k are any three distinct numbers of the set 1, 2, 3, 4.

If we take the logarithm of each side, set (i,j, k) equal in tura to (1, 2, 3),

(2, 3, 4), and (3, 4, 1), and eliminate u and v from the three resulting

equations, we obtain, as the equation of another complex to which our

congruence belongs,

eg (es— ei)

(e2—e3)
log

(ei —es)eaa)ii

(ei —eg)est»i3

+ eCT10*

(yi-ese,)

(e3 — e4)

(ei — ea)e4«3,,

(e4 — eü)e3«i3

(ea — es)e4«i2

(e3— eA)t\ «a» J
= 0.

If the roots of equation (23) are not all distinct, equations (15) can still

be easily solved, and it can be shown in each case that the congruence

belongs to a quadratic complex. In each case the congruence belongs to

a complex obtained from a tetrahedral complex by making some or all of

the faces of the fundamental tetrahedron approach coincidence.

From equations (1,11) and (1,12) it is evident that the differential equations

of the 1st and (—l)st Laplace transforms of the congruence (15), and hence

of all the Laplace transforms, are identical with equations (15). Hence each

Laplace transform is projective to the original congruence, corresponding

lines being determined by the same pair of values of u and v.

3. Conversely, if a congruence is projective to its 1st and (—l)st

Laplace transforms, corresponding lines being given by the same pair of

values of u and v, the congruence is of the type discussed in this section.
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This hypothesis implies that there exist functions X and X' of u only and

ft and /'/ of v only such that transformations (1,5) will convert the differ-

ential equations of the original congruence into those of its 1st Laplace

transform if the functions X, p are used, and into those of its (—l)st

Laplace transform if the functions V, /¿' are used. Hence, in Wilczynski's

notation,

mi = m|mM___iog,»J = — -,

»\

(26)
/

J_ = Xn
m /<

1 _   * j

92 !     A ?d

1 (Ï ft

dl = d(c'd—chïloed)        x '

1 fi'm
ni-i =

n

(27)

9s    .       \ il'n
w-i = n\mn-——--logw    = —=-,

c'd——Kr- logcA

d-i =
c

From equations (26) and (27)

9 «9?; "°~ / /*'   '

1 ¡i'd

X'

(28)

82    , f»
mn—-—r—logm = mn — -; -,

8 H 8 u X

92    . A'
mn — -——-loen = mn = —7,

8 z< 9 î) ,m

c ft—n    „    logC   = fi ft   — —3-,
9?.« 9?;    6 ///'

</rf ——-- log ft" = c'd = -?-.

Equations (28) imply that each of the coefficients m, n, c', d is the

product of a function of u alone by a function of v alone. Hence it is

possible by means of transformations of types (1,4) and (1,5) to reduce m
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and n to unity; let us assume that this has already been done, and that

equations (26), (27) and (28) apply to the coefficients in this form.   Thus

m = n = 1,

(29) x = ,,,

X'   == (*'.

Hence X, ft, X', and /*' are constants.

Next note that

,        9   ,     (c'\ .       2X'U

From (29), (30) and the fact that X, /.t, X', and /*' are constants, it follows

that c' and d are constants.   From (28) and (29)

(31) c' d = 1.

Hence, according to (1,7) it is possible to reduce c and d to unity without

disturbing m and w. Let us assume that this has already been done, and

that in equations (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), and (31)

(32) m = n = c'^á=l.

Since

«.   = a+fuu = ft,

V   ' Mi = &'+/.,, = 6',

and since, from (29) and (31),

(34) /u« = mn — r d = 0,

it follows that fu ai... fT are constants,

(35) ./« = 4,4,

fv   =   44.
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From the first and second of the integrability conditions (1,2)

(36) «'=-/. = -44,

b = -./;■ = -44.

From the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh of the integrability conditions (I, 2)

(37) a = k,       b' = —It,

where k is a constant.

We can now easily prove the stronger theorem that if a congruence r

is projective to its 1st Laplace transform rlt each line of the original

congruence corresponding to the line of the Laplace transform which touches

a focal sheet at the same point, then the congruence has constant absolute

invariants. For, in the first place, since the Laplace transform is projectively

defined, any congruence projective to the given one is projective to the

first Laplace transform of the former. Hence rt is projective to the second

Laplace transform, rä, of the original congruence. Thus i\ is projective

to its first Laplace transform r2 and to its (— l)st Laplace transform r,

with correspondence as described above. Hence, as we have just shown,

r must be projective to its 1st and (—l)st Laplace transforms, and there-

fore, by the theorem  just  proved,  r has  constant  absolute invariants.
(y)        fe) (y) te)

with 33 = 33, and (£" == <£".

ty) te)     (y)        te)
IV. Case 3,    33 == 33,   ff" eJe (£"

1. It is convenient to use the absolute invariants

c' d
1

mn

(»)
. 33   _

J*       V4 n1'2 di!i

C"
lflnll*ciWm

0)

h

it

Since
te)     (y) 3 .

(2) 8(33 — 33) = —logic'*dm3n) =s 0.
ou

(y)
ff"

1/2 „1/4 „'1/4 •m"" n1'* c
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we can, by a suitable transformation of v, make

(3) Sdm'n = U4)8,s •

Let us assume that this has already been done.   Then from equations (1)

and (3)

(4) -£- log (c' d3 mn3) = 8 m1/2 n1'* c'vi (jt—js) = —.
9 v v

Hence, by a transformation of u, we can make

(5) c'd3wms=r8

without altering equation (3).    Let us assume that this has already been

done.   From (3), (5), and the first of (1)

•5/8

c d  = —.-—,
j«—n

—3/8

mn  =-—,
(6) l6~h

^f
c m

OWs)'»4'

dn   = C1/80'6— 4 )-''4-

From equations (1) and (6)

(y) (2) ,,.

35 = 33 = 4~1/84 v,

(.y) i
(7) <£" =

(je—js)v '

(z) 4

O'e—is)w "

From equations (1) and (7)

(v) oy)

(8) ———- log (dm) = 2—--2—-— = —^p-.
3m 9f    6^      ' 9» 9r ^8

Hence by a transformation of y and z, which leaves equations (6) and (7)

unchanged, we can obtain

(9) dm = i;4e-2fe«t';
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where

(10) k = iTllsJ4.

From equations (6) and (9)

g—kuv

m =
ÍlSiJ6—j&) '

—1/4   kuv
n = %i     e

(U)x      ' .1/2   kuv

' üt-hY^'
j -1/8/ • • \   4   —kuv
ft =: i\  ij6—Jh)v e

From equations (I, 6), (7) and (11),

(i2) fm=nv,

Oe— J&)v

The integrability conditions can be written

b = iis[k(j5— j6)uvi— 2(4+4)?/]

1/2 j    kuv

81   —kuv
e

,       —34  ke
a =

ij6-J6)SVS   •

—1/4 .8/4 n ■  f ■ ■ \

3 k2 v + 6 ti 0 6 — jl ) v2 + 2 ¿i k (jo —jb ) 0'e — 34 ) u v — i\'* k* (jo —jt fuv*

(13) = a + i^Ut-ñfvb',

— k2 (Je —J¿f u v* + 3 4M fc2 u2 + 2 /c0'e —4) (4 — 34) u v*
■8/4        i    / • ■ s2   4 ,,

== *i   ft + Oe — Jb)  v b ,

Oe—^s)

.,    (4-11*« , 2[4/806+j»)'+tr'/806-3jg)]
°«  —     .8/8/ - ■ x""r / • ■ x2

*i  Oe—>) Oe— Jb) v

If 4 were equal to 1, 4, and hence &, would vanish.   It would then
(v)        te)

follow from (11) that (£" = g", which is contrary to hypothesis.    Hence

4 + 1 an^ the fourth and fifth of equations (13) give
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r, .1/4/ -2 2s.    2

a - dA v + ,

(14)
5' = 2feQg — 34) u__^j_(4+¿*1.      _ ¿g M2

(4 —is)f ( 1 — 4 j Oe —is)u*

From the sixth of equations (13) and the first of (14)

(15) ;'6-i6 = 4~1/4Äa(4-l).

From the seventh of (13) and the second of (14)

(16) á**(fc—S¿)(¿,—¿,)-t,Üe+¿) + (8i,-¿.) = 0.

From the third of (13) and (15)

(17)

;  — ~J* __ U—4)
J& -1/4 .  .1/4   •

*i 4zi  ^4

;   -    ZL¿  i   (!~4)
J»   ' .1/4     "I" ~   .  .1/4   •4 4zi  ji

From (16) and (17)

(18) 2¿4* + l + 4-0.

From (17) and (18)

(19)

.     _   1+34
•>5   —       ,   .1/4   .4îi ji

3 + 4
7« i  -1/4  •    "

4îl   ¿4

Substituting equations (19) in (11), (12), (13), and (14), we find

2 1/8 •     — kuv
ii Jie

(l—*i)

—1/4   kuv
n = ii     e    ,

o —1/4 .2    2
a — — 3n    J4V,

2.l/4      ««+        ,/8    J« -
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n —1/8 •
2/1    jiv,

(20)

d =

a =

(1— ii)vA'}-}suv

o -1/8 •24 ji

-12iï/8,48ete

(1— 4)V  '

r/_     -12(1 + 4)      8¿%u
(1—4)»

c   =

(1-4)V
.   .    -2   fcwr
4?Q4e

(l-il)V

JiU

ft"
2¿4u

.1/8 + -
8¿,

(1—4)*

Evidently, if the absolute invariant ,4 be given equal to a constant different

from zero and from V — 1 and if definite values be assigned to the fractional

powers of 4, the congruence is determined except for projective trans-

formations; for ii,jb,je> aM k are determined by equations (18), (17),

and (10), and the coefficients of the differential equations are determined

by equations (20).

2. The differential equations of the two sheets of the focal surface are,

according to equations (I, 8) and (I, 9),

ä-,*

yuw

(21)
441M    *■"

"uv

-1/4 -2   2 1/8,3.—lit   -¿    ¿        i    .-, -—A/o •
*i     Jiv y+ 2«i    jivytt-f-

2.4

ii   (1 — ii)
—1/8  •

y —n    jtvyv;

2(í—Íi)J4VB
■1/44

Vv,

a   -6/4   -2
4^1   J4

(1 — iifv42 „4  '»»

(22)

12(1+4)   ,    8»î%tt
(1 — iifv?  '   (1—4>

+
.,£. -9/8   -8
16 «1 J/4_

(1 — 4)H-8

2À

2« "
24 ft

.1/8
«1

¿r(i-4)
■ —1/8 ■

+ »■1       J4W«.

■2     2

J4«

^1

84
(1 — ix)v

From equations (21) we find the equations of the parametric curves on

the surface Sv to be
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(¿o) yuuuu =z o,

,   4(1 — 34) _ 124(1—34)       ,  84(1 —34)(1 + h)
yww+ (1_i)v y™       (i-4)V  yvv + '      (1 —4)V~"     Vv

(24)
44(1 —34K1 + 4) n-(1-4)V       y = °'

Evidently the curves v = constant on ^ are cubics (obviously all pro-

jective to one another).

In order to simplify the computation and the resulting form of the differ-

ential equations of the parametric curves on the surface Sz we make the

transformation

z = ekuv'z,

under which equations (22) become

4JÎM     ■;    _-   _ 6(l+4)(2-4)- ,      8illsj\
U-4)2«4   M"     vv ~      (l-4)2^        ^ (l-ii)**u

(25) -71 8n,   i,
(1— ti)v

2.Ù_- _ jiV

2i   (1—îl) 4
Zuv  ~        .1/8 /, • .   Z      " .1/8   Z" ■

The differential equations of the parametric curves on Sz are

_        ,   6(1 —4);1p'- 2(1 — 4) (3 + 24) v   -
Zuuuu   I ^/4 Zuu .ii^g • Zu

Il l\    Ji
(26)

_ (1-4) (7+ 34)»*- _ .

_ 8(1-24) -     ,   12(2 —54 + 542) -
wi~ (1— ii)v  w+      (1-4)2?;2      *"

(27) i  4(12 —174 + Stj— litt) -
+ (1 —4)8^ *"

4. 4(l+4)(6-204 + 1942 — 3t1) -
^ (1 + 4)4«4 *~U-

It is easily seen that each of the differential equations (23), (24), (26),

and (27) has constant absolute invariants, and therefore represents a family
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of projectively equivalent anharmonic curves. Hence all the developable

surfaces of each family are projectively equivalent. Furthermore, equations

(24) and (27) have seminvariants independent ofw; hence, as in III, since

the differential equation of any curve u = constant on either sheet of the

focal surface can be transformed into the differential equation of any other

curve u = constant on the same sheet by means of a transformation of the

type y = Xy or g = XJ, where A is a function of u und v, it follows

that, in the projective correspondence between any two curves u = constant

on the same sheet of the focal surface, any pair of corresponding points

lie on the same curve v = constant on the focal sheet in question. Similarly,

the curves v = constant on Sy are projectively equivalent, corresponding

points lying on the same curve u = constant on Sy.

By means of formulas (1,10), (1,11), and (1,12) it can easily be shown

that both the 1st and the (—l)st Laplace transforms of our congruence

are of the same type as the original congruence (i. e., have constant absolute
(.y)       te)   (y)        te)

invariants), with 33 = 33, É" + (£" but are not projective to it. If ix = 3

the sheet Syw of the focal surface of the 1st Laplace transform degenerates

into a curve, and if 4 — 1/3 the sheet S¿-v of the focal surface of the

( — l)st Laplace transform degenerates into a curve.
(y)      te) (y)        te)

The above discussion can be applied to congruences having 33 ̂  33, (£" = £"

by interchanging u and v, y and z, and making other corresponding changes.

V. Summary of results

It is assumed throughout this thesis that the absolute invariants of the

congruences discussed are constants and that m, n, c,  and d are all

different from zero.   The congruences divide themselves into three main

types in which, respectively, neither, both,  or only one  of the relative
te)       (y)       (y) te)

invariants (33 — 33), (<£" — <E") =  0.
te)       (y) (v)        te)

In the first case, that in which neither (33 — 33) nor (£" — £")== 0,

if the congruences are not W congruences the differential equations can be

reduced by a suitable transformation of the variables to a form in which

the coefficients are equal to constants (depending only on the absolute

invariants) multiplied by powers of (4« + «»»)• Conversely, any system of

differential equations of form (I, D) with coefficients of this form satisfying

the integrability conditions represents a family of projectively equivalent

congruences with constant absolute invariants. W congruences of this type

depend on an additional constant independent of the absolute invariants.

Any congruence of the first type has all its Laplace transforms of the same

type, but projectively distinct.   Both sheets of the focal surface and the

8
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cuspidal edges   of all the developable   surfaces   have   constant  absolute

invariants, except in the case of some of the W congruences.
(2)      (y) (»)       (z)

In the second case (i. e., if (33 — 33) = ((£"— (£") = 0) the differential

equations can be reduced by a suitable transformation of the variables to

a set with constant coefficients depending on the absolute invariants and

on one additional arbitrary constant.   Conversely, every congruence whose

differential equations have constant coefficients satisfying the integrability
(2)      <y) (y)       fe)

conditions has constant absolute invariants, with (33 — 33) = (E"—(£") = 0.

Furthermore, every congruence of this type is a W congruence and is

projectively equivalent to its 1st and (—l)st Laplace transforms, corres-

ponding lines being tangent to the common focal sheet at the same point;

conversely,   every  congruence  which  is  projective  in  this  way  to  its

1st or (—l)st Laplace transform  has constant absolute invariants,  with
(z)      (y) (y)       (2)

(33 — 33) = ((£"—(£") = 0.   Every congruence of this type belongs to

a quadratic complex.   Both sheets of the focal surface and the cuspidal

edges of all the developable surfaces have constant absolute invariants.

The developable surfaces of each family are projective to one another.
(2)       (î/) (y)        (2)

A congruence of the third type, having (33 — 33) = 0 but (£" — <£") ̂0,

is determined (except for projective transformations) by one of its absolute

invariants, jt. The developable surfaces of each family are projective to

one another. The 1st and (—l)st Laplace transforms are projectively

distinct from one another and from the original congruence.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


